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The dominant transfer learning paradigm

Transfer Learning


• pre-train a model on a task before fine-tuning it on another (downstream) task
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Supervised Fine-tuning

This movie is absolutely INCREDIBLE! 
Seriously one of my all time favorites.
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(Inspired by Figure 2 in Raffel et al. (2020)  
& Slide 3 in Raffel et al. (2021))

adapting

Language Model (LM) Pre-training & Fine-tuning
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Scaling up the model size is a key ingredient for achieving the 
best performance
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Human performance (89.8)

Numbers taken from Raffel et al. (2020)
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The trend has continued to push the boundaries of possibility 
in NLP
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Drawback: Large-scale pre-trained language models are 
costly to share and serve
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Figure 2: Model tuning requires making a task-
specific copy of the entire pre-trained model for each
downstream task and inference must be performed in
separate batches. Prompt tuning only requires stor-
ing a small task-specific prompt for each task, and
enables mixed-task inference using the original pre-
trained model. With a T5 “XXL” model, each copy
of the tuned model requires 11 billion parameters. By
contrast, our tuned prompts would only require 20,480
parameters per task—a reduction of over five orders of
magnitude—assuming a prompt length of 5 tokens.

low fine-tuned T5-XXL (Raffel et al., 2020) (71.8
vs. 89.3) despite using 16 times more parameters.

Several efforts to automate prompt design have
been recently proposed. Shin et al. (2020) propose
a search algorithm over the discrete space of words,
guided by the downstream application training data.
While this technique outperforms manual prompt
design, there is still a gap relative to model tuning.

Li and Liang (2021) propose “prefix tuning”
and show strong results on generative tasks. This
method freezes the model parameters and back-
propagates the error during tuning to prefix ac-
tivations prepended to each layer in the encoder
stack, including the input layer. Hambardzumyan
et al. (2021) simplify this recipe by restricting the
trainable parameters to the input and output sub-
networks of a masked language model, and show
reasonable results on classifications tasks.

In this paper, we propose prompt tuning as a
further simplification for adapting language models.
We freeze the entire pre-trained model and only al-
low an additional k tunable tokens per downstream
task to be prepended to the input text. This “soft
prompt” is trained end-to-end and can condense
the signal from a full labeled dataset, allowing our
method to outperform few-shot prompts and close
the quality gap with model tuning (Figure 1). At
the same time, since a single pre-trained model is
recycled for all downstream tasks, we retain the ef-
ficient serving benefits of frozen models (Figure 2).

While we developed our method concurrently

with Li and Liang (2021) and Hambardzumyan
et al. (2021), we are the first to show that prompt
tuning alone (with no intermediate-layer prefixes or
task-specific output layers) is sufficient to be com-
petitive with model tuning. Through detailed ex-
periments in sections 2–3, we demonstrate that lan-
guage model capacity is a key ingredient for these
approaches to succeed. As Figure 1 shows, prompt
tuning becomes more competitive with scale.

We compare with similar approaches in Sec-
tion 4. Explicitly separating task-specific param-
eters from the “generalist” parameters needed for
general language-understanding has a range of ad-
ditional benefits. We show in Section 5 that by
capturing the task definition in the prompt while
keeping the generalist parameters fixed, we are able
to achieve better resilience to domain shifts. In Sec-
tion 6, we show that “prompt ensembling”, learn-
ing multiple prompts for the same task, can boost
quality and is more efficient than classic model en-
sembling. Finally, in Section 7, we investigate the
interpretability of our learned soft prompts. In sum,
our key contributions are:

1. Proposing prompt tuning and showing its com-
petitiveness with model tuning in the regime
of large language models.

2. Ablating many design choices, and showing
quality and robustness improve with scale.

3. Showing prompt tuning outperforms model
tuning on domain shift problems.

4. Proposing “prompt ensembling” and showing
its effectiveness.

2 Prompt Tuning

Following the “text-to-text” approach of T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020), we cast all tasks as text generation.
Instead of modeling classification as the probabil-
ity of an output class given some input, Pr(y|X),
where X is a series of tokens and y is a single class
label, we now model it as conditional generation,
where Y is a sequence of tokens that represent a
class label. T5 models classification as Pr✓(Y |X),
parameterized by the weights, ✓, of the transform-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017) that make up its encoder
and decoder.

Prompting is the approach of adding extra in-
formation for the model to condition on during its
generation of Y . Normally, prompting is done
by prepending a series of tokens, P , to the in-
put X , such that the model maximizes the likeli-
hood of the correct Y , Pr✓(Y |[P ;X]), while keep-

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08691


Prompt Tuning (Lester et al., 2021) to the rescue!
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Figure 2: Model tuning requires making a task-
specific copy of the entire pre-trained model for each
downstream task and inference must be performed in
separate batches. Prompt tuning only requires stor-
ing a small task-specific prompt for each task, and
enables mixed-task inference using the original pre-
trained model. With a T5 “XXL” model, each copy
of the tuned model requires 11 billion parameters. By
contrast, our tuned prompts would only require 20,480
parameters per task—a reduction of over five orders of
magnitude—assuming a prompt length of 5 tokens.

low fine-tuned T5-XXL (Raffel et al., 2020) (71.8
vs. 89.3) despite using 16 times more parameters.
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trainable parameters to the input and output sub-
networks of a masked language model, and show
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further simplification for adapting language models.
We freeze the entire pre-trained model and only al-
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task to be prepended to the input text. This “soft
prompt” is trained end-to-end and can condense
the signal from a full labeled dataset, allowing our
method to outperform few-shot prompts and close
the quality gap with model tuning (Figure 1). At
the same time, since a single pre-trained model is
recycled for all downstream tasks, we retain the ef-
ficient serving benefits of frozen models (Figure 2).
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et al. (2021), we are the first to show that prompt
tuning alone (with no intermediate-layer prefixes or
task-specific output layers) is sufficient to be com-
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periments in sections 2–3, we demonstrate that lan-
guage model capacity is a key ingredient for these
approaches to succeed. As Figure 1 shows, prompt
tuning becomes more competitive with scale.
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quality and is more efficient than classic model en-
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our key contributions are:
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Figure 2: Model tuning requires making a task-
specific copy of the entire pre-trained model for each
downstream task and inference must be performed in
separate batches. Prompt tuning only requires stor-
ing a small task-specific prompt for each task, and
enables mixed-task inference using the original pre-
trained model. With a T5 “XXL” model, each copy
of the tuned model requires 11 billion parameters. By
contrast, our tuned prompts would only require 20,480
parameters per task—a reduction of over five orders of
magnitude—assuming a prompt length of 5 tokens.

low fine-tuned T5-XXL (Raffel et al., 2020) (71.8
vs. 89.3) despite using 16 times more parameters.

Several efforts to automate prompt design have
been recently proposed. Shin et al. (2020) propose
a search algorithm over the discrete space of words,
guided by the downstream application training data.
While this technique outperforms manual prompt
design, there is still a gap relative to model tuning.
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Prompt Tuning becomes competitive with Model Tuning as 
model capacity increases
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Other parameter-efficient tuning methods

diQer in what they tune during adaptation


• a small number of model parameters (BiTFiT; Zakhen et al., 2019)

• added task-specific modules, e.g.,

• prefixes (Prefix Tuning; Li and Liang, 2021)

• adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019)

• low-rank structures (LoRA; Hu et al., 2022)

• rescaling vectors ((IA)3; Liu et al., 2022)
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Advantages of Prompt Tuning over other parameter-efficient 
tuning methods

Parameter eSciency


• < 0.01% task-specific parameters 

Simplicity


• no model architecture modifications

Mixed-task inference


Improved peVormance with scale


Interpretability


• could possibly be interpreted as natural language instructions
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Research questions
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R1: How to facilitate transfer learning as model capacity increases? 
➡SPoT

R2: Can current transfer learning methods extend successfully to a zero-shot 
cross-lingual transfer se?ing?
➡ xGen
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SPoT: Better Frozen Model Adaptation through 
Soft Prompt Transfer
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Parameter-efficient Prompt Tuning (Lester et al., 2021)
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Figure 2: Model tuning requires making a task-
specific copy of the entire pre-trained model for each
downstream task and inference must be performed in
separate batches. Prompt tuning only requires stor-
ing a small task-specific prompt for each task, and
enables mixed-task inference using the original pre-
trained model. With a T5 “XXL” model, each copy
of the tuned model requires 11 billion parameters. By
contrast, our tuned prompts would only require 20,480
parameters per task—a reduction of over five orders of
magnitude—assuming a prompt length of 5 tokens.

low fine-tuned T5-XXL (Raffel et al., 2020) (71.8
vs. 89.3) despite using 16 times more parameters.

Several efforts to automate prompt design have
been recently proposed. Shin et al. (2020) propose
a search algorithm over the discrete space of words,
guided by the downstream application training data.
While this technique outperforms manual prompt
design, there is still a gap relative to model tuning.

Li and Liang (2021) propose “prefix tuning”
and show strong results on generative tasks. This
method freezes the model parameters and back-
propagates the error during tuning to prefix ac-
tivations prepended to each layer in the encoder
stack, including the input layer. Hambardzumyan
et al. (2021) simplify this recipe by restricting the
trainable parameters to the input and output sub-
networks of a masked language model, and show
reasonable results on classifications tasks.

In this paper, we propose prompt tuning as a
further simplification for adapting language models.
We freeze the entire pre-trained model and only al-
low an additional k tunable tokens per downstream
task to be prepended to the input text. This “soft
prompt” is trained end-to-end and can condense
the signal from a full labeled dataset, allowing our
method to outperform few-shot prompts and close
the quality gap with model tuning (Figure 1). At
the same time, since a single pre-trained model is
recycled for all downstream tasks, we retain the ef-
ficient serving benefits of frozen models (Figure 2).

While we developed our method concurrently

with Li and Liang (2021) and Hambardzumyan
et al. (2021), we are the first to show that prompt
tuning alone (with no intermediate-layer prefixes or
task-specific output layers) is sufficient to be com-
petitive with model tuning. Through detailed ex-
periments in sections 2–3, we demonstrate that lan-
guage model capacity is a key ingredient for these
approaches to succeed. As Figure 1 shows, prompt
tuning becomes more competitive with scale.

We compare with similar approaches in Sec-
tion 4. Explicitly separating task-specific param-
eters from the “generalist” parameters needed for
general language-understanding has a range of ad-
ditional benefits. We show in Section 5 that by
capturing the task definition in the prompt while
keeping the generalist parameters fixed, we are able
to achieve better resilience to domain shifts. In Sec-
tion 6, we show that “prompt ensembling”, learn-
ing multiple prompts for the same task, can boost
quality and is more efficient than classic model en-
sembling. Finally, in Section 7, we investigate the
interpretability of our learned soft prompts. In sum,
our key contributions are:

1. Proposing prompt tuning and showing its com-
petitiveness with model tuning in the regime
of large language models.

2. Ablating many design choices, and showing
quality and robustness improve with scale.

3. Showing prompt tuning outperforms model
tuning on domain shift problems.

4. Proposing “prompt ensembling” and showing
its effectiveness.

2 Prompt Tuning

Following the “text-to-text” approach of T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020), we cast all tasks as text generation.
Instead of modeling classification as the probabil-
ity of an output class given some input, Pr(y|X),
where X is a series of tokens and y is a single class
label, we now model it as conditional generation,
where Y is a sequence of tokens that represent a
class label. T5 models classification as Pr✓(Y |X),
parameterized by the weights, ✓, of the transform-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017) that make up its encoder
and decoder.

Prompting is the approach of adding extra in-
formation for the model to condition on during its
generation of Y . Normally, prompting is done
by prepending a series of tokens, P , to the in-
put X , such that the model maximizes the likeli-
hood of the correct Y , Pr✓(Y |[P ;X]), while keep-
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Significant headroom remains
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performance stability



Our generic SPoT approach
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Mixing datasets from different benchmarks / task families
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SPoT significantly improves 
performance and stability of
Prompt Tuning
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SPoT helps close the gap with Model Tuning across model 
sizes
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SPoT is competitive with methods that tune billions of 
parameters
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Figure 6: Datasets used in our SPOT experiments in §2. C4, MNLI, and SQUAD were all used by themselves as
single source tasks in addition to being mixed in with other tasks.

Model Total Tuned
SCORE BOOLQ CB COPA MULTIRC RECORD RTE WIC WSCparameters parameters

Top-7
submissions

ST-MOE-32B 269B 269B 91.2 92.4 96.9/98.0 99.2 89.6/65.8 95.1/94.4 93.5 77.7 96.6
TURING NLR V5 5.4B 5.4B 90.9 92.0 95.9/97.6 98.2 88.4/63.0 96.4/95.9 94.1 77.1 97.3

ERNIE 3.0 12B 12B 90.6 91.0 98.6/99.2 97.4 88.6/63.2 94.7/94.2 92.6 77.4 97.3
T5 + UDG 11B 11B 90.4 91.4 95.8/97.6 98.0 88.3/63.0 94.2/93.5 93.0 77.9 96.6

DEBERTA / TURINGNLRV4 3.1B 3.1B 90.3 90.4 95.7/97.6 98.4 88.2/63.7 94.5/94.1 93.2 77.5 95.9
HUMAN BASELINES - - 89.8 89.0 95.8/98.9 100.0 81.8/51.9 91.7/91.3 93.6 80.0 100.0

T5 11B 11B 89.3 91.2 93.9/96.8 94.8 88.1/63.3 94.1/93.4 92.5 76.9 93.8

Parameter-
efficient

adaptation

FROZEN T5 1.1 + SPOT 11B 410K 89.2 91.1 95.8/97.6 95.6 87.9/61.9 93.3/92.4 92.9 75.8 93.8
GPT-3 FEW-SHOT 175B 0 71.8 76.4 52.0/75.6 92.0 75.4/30.5 91.1/90.2 69.0 49.4 80.1
WARP FEW-SHOT 223M 25K 48.7 62.2 70.2/82.4 51.6 0.0/0.5 14.0/13.6 69.1 53.1 63.7

CBOW 15M 33K 44.5 62.2 49.0/71.2 51.6 0.0/0.5 14.0/13.6 49.7 53.1 65.1

SUPERGLUE results of our SPOT XXL submission and
competitors from the leaderboard as of 2022/02/09.

with a back off to sampled vocabulary to fill any
remaining prompt positions.

For model tuning approaches, we use the de-
fault hyperparameters for T5 (Raffel et al., 2020),
i.e., learning rate 0.001, Adafactor optimizer with
pre-training parameter states restored, and dropout
probability 0.1. To improve the model tuning base-
lines, we perform a sweep over the batch size hy-
perparameter and select 216 tokens per batch, fol-
lowing Lester et al. (2021).

D Details of our SUPERGLUE submission

Table ?? shows the performance of our SPOT XXL
SUPERGLUE submission, along with several strong
competitors from the public SUPERGLUE leader-
board. Apart from the human baseline, the top-7
submissions all tune >3B parameters directly on the
final tasks. Only three previous SUPERGLUE sub-
missions use parameter efficient adaptation, in the
sense of tuning <1M parameters on the final tasks;

all other submissions tune >50M parameters.17

Our SPOT submission achieves a score of 89.2,
which far exceeds all other parameter-efficient
adaptation methods, including GPT-3, which ben-
efits from over 10⇥ more frozen parameters (al-
though it uses no tuned parameters). Compared to
WARP (Hambardzumyan et al., 2021), our SPOT ap-
proach tunes 16⇥ more parameters (410K vs. 25K),
and benefits from 50⇥ more frozen parameters.

To the best of our knowledge, SPOT is the first
parameter-efficient adaptation approach that is com-
petitive with methods that tune billions of param-
eters. Most notably, SPOT’s performance almost
matches that of fully fine-tuned T5 XXL (89.3), de-
spite building on the same underlying model, and
tuning 27,000⇥ fewer parameters. We note that
SPOT outperforms T5 on three of eight SUPERGLUE
tasks (namely, CB, COPA, RTE).

E Task transferability results

The full results of our task transferability exper-
iments can be found in Table 5. We show that
in many cases, initializing the prompt to that of a
source task can provide significant gain on a target
task. Table 6 displays positive transfers with more
than 10% relative error reduction on the target task.

F Task embedding similarity

In Figure 7, we show a clustered heatmap of cosine
similarities between the task embeddings of the
26 NLP tasks we study in our task transferability
experiments. For each task, we include the result-
ing task embeddings from all the three different

17The “AILabs Team, Transformers” submission is listed
as tuning 3M parameters, but we suspect this is in error, as the
submission mentions using the T5-3B and T5-LARGE models.



A large-scale study on 
task transferability in the 
context of prompt tuning

26 NLP tasks


• 16 source tasks, 10 target tasks,  
160 source-target combinations of tasks

• covering various task types

21



Many tasks can benefit each other via prompt transfer
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Measuring task similarity through prompt similarity

Cosine Similarity of Average Tokens


• cosine similarity between the average pooled representations of the prompt tokens:

23

Per-token Average Cosine Similarity


• average cosine similarity between every prompt token pair:



Prompt-based task 
embeddings 
capture 
task relationships
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Correlation between 
task similarity & 
task transferability
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Our targeted SPoT approach
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Predicting task transferability via task similarity

Best of Top-k


• use the top-k source prompts individually 

Top-k Weighted Average


• use a weighted average of the top-k source prompts 

Top-k Multi-task Mixture


• pre-train the prompt on a mixture of source datasets whose prompts are in the top-k

27



Retrieving source tasks via task embeddings is helpful
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the best possible out of 48 source prompts for each
target task.

Correlation between task similarity and task
transferability: Figure 5 shows how the relative
error reduction on a target task changes as a func-
tion of the similarity between the source and target
task embeddings. Overall, we observe a signifi-
cant positive correlation between task embedding
similarity and task transferability on four (out of
10) target tasks, including STS-B (p < 0.001), CB
(p < 0.001), WSC (p < 0.01), and RTE (p < 0.05),
while it is less significant on the other tasks.16 In
some cases (e.g., on BOOLQ), we observe a large rel-
ative error reduction (19.0%, achieved by a source
prompt of MNLI) despite a low cosine similarity
(0.4). This suggests that factors other than task
similarity (data size, task difficulty, domain sim-
ilarity, etc.) may also play a role in determining
transferability.

Retrieving targeted source tasks via task em-
beddings is helpful: Table 3 compares differ-
ent methods for identifying which source prompts
could be beneficial for a given target task. Over-
all, our results show the effectiveness of BEST OF

TOP-k. Simply choosing the source prompt with
the highest task embedding similarity to the target
task using PER-TOKEN AVERAGE COSINE SIMILARITY

improves over the baseline by a large margin (from
an average score of 74.7 to 76.7, a 12.1% average
relative error reduction). Trying all the top-3 (out
of 48) source prompts for each target task yields an
average score of 77.5. With larger values of k, we
can retain most of the benefits of oracle selection
(80% of the gain in terms of average score with
k = 9 and 90% with k = 15), while still elimi-
nating over 2/3 of the candidate source prompts.
TOP-k WEIGHTED AVERAGE has similar average per-
formance to BEST OF TOP-k with k = 1, but achieves
lower variance. Thus, this may be an appealing al-
ternative to BEST OF TOP-k in scenarios where trying
multiple prompt tuning runs on the target task is
computationally prohibitive. Finally, TOP-k MULTI-
TASK MIXTURE also provides a means of obtaining
strong performance with an average score of 77.8,
even outperforming BEST OF TOP-k with k  3.

4 Related Work

Parameter-efficient transfer learning: Large-
scale pre-trained language models have been shown

16See Appendix G for full results.

Method Avg. score

BASELINE 74.70.7

Brute-force search (k = 48)
ORACLE 80.70.0

BEST OF TOP-k
k = 1 76.70.7
k = 3 77.50.4
k = 6 79.20.1
k = 9 79.50.2
k = 12 79.60.1
k = 15 80.00.4

TOP-k WEIGHTED AVERAGE
best k = 3 76.60.1

TOP-k MULTI-TASK MIXTURE
best k = 12 77.80.1

Table 3: Task embeddings provide an effective means
of predicting and exploiting task transferability. Us-
ing BEST OF TOP-k with k = 3 improves over BASE-
LINE (PROMPTTUNING on each task from scratch) by
+2.8 points. With larger values of k ( 15), we can
retain most of the benefits conferred by oracle selec-
tion. For TOP-k WEIGHTED AVERAGE and TOP-k MULTI-
TASK MIXTURE, we experiment with different values of
k 2 {3, 6, 9, 12} and report the best results.

to exhibit remarkable performance on many NLP
tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019b; Yang
et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2020; Raffel et al., 2020;
Brown et al., 2020; He et al., 2021). To improve
practical applicability of these models, early work
introduces compression techniques (Sanh et al.,
2019; Jiao et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2020; Sanh et al.,
2020) to obtain lightweight models. Other work ex-
plores updating only small parts of the model (Za-
ken et al., 2021) or task-specific modules, such as
adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019; Karimi Mahabadi
et al., 2021) or low-rank structures (Mahabadi et al.,
2021; Hu et al., 2021), while keeping the rest of
the model fixed.

Recently, Brown et al. (2020) demonstrate im-
pressive few-shot performance with PROMPTDESIGN,
where their model is conditioned on a manual
text prompt at inference time to perform differ-
ent tasks. Several efforts have since focused on
developing prompt-based learning approaches with
carefully handcrafted prompts (Schick and Schütze,
2021), prompt mining and paraphrasing (Jiang
et al., 2020b), gradient-based search for improved
prompts (Shin et al., 2020), and automatic prompt
generation (Gao et al., 2021). The use of hard
prompts, however, was found to be sub-optimal and
sensitive to the choice of the prompt (Zhao et al.,
2021; Liu et al., 2021b). As such, more recent work



Take-aways
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1. Scale is not necessary for Prompt Tuning to match Model Tuning

    SPoT can match or beat Model Tuning across model sizes

2. Tasks can bene[t each other via prompt transfer

3. Retrieving similar tasks via task embeddings is helpful

R1: How to facilitate transfer learning as model capacity increases? 
➡  use parameter-efficient transfer methods, e.g., SPoT



Research questions
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R1: How to facilitate transfer learning as model capacity increases? 
➡SPoT

R2: Can current transfer learning methods extend successfully to a zero-shot 
cross-lingual transfer se?ing?
➡ xGen



Overcoming Catastrophic Forgetting in 
Zero-Shot Cross-Lingual Generation
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WikiLingua-0
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Inference time: Apply the resulting LM to summarize articles
written in non-English languages (zero-shot cross-lingual)

Training time: Adapt a pretrained multilingual LM to English 
summarization using prompt tuning or model tuning

English article: Mask the noise in your 
ears by turning on background music or 
other sounds  You can use tapes or CDs 
with “white noise” of the ocean, …

English summary: Use calming 
background sound to drown out 
the noise. Listen to soothing 
sounds as you fall asleep …

Thai article: กลบเสียงดังในหูโดยเปดเพลง
บรรเลงหรือเสียงบรรยากาศคลอไป จะเปดคลิ
ปหรือแผน CD ท่ีเปน …

Thai summary: ใชเสียง
บรรยากาศชวนสงบใจ. ฟงเสียงขับ
กลอมจนหลับไป.

Multilingual Language Model 
(mT5)

Overcoming Catastrophic Forgetting in
Zero-Shot Cross-Lingual Generation

Tu Vu1,2F, Aditya Barua1, Brian Lester1, Daniel Cer1, Mohit Iyyer2, Noah Constant1
Google Research1

University of Massachusetts Amherst2
{ttvu,adityabarua,brianlester,cer,nconstant}@google.com

{tuvu,miyyer}@cs.umass.edu

Abstract

In this paper, we explore the challenging prob-
lem of performing a generative task (i.e., sum-
marization) in a target language when labeled
data is only available in English. We as-
sume a strict setting with no access to parallel
data or machine translation. Prior work has
shown, and we confirm, that standard trans-
fer learning techniques struggle in this set-
ting, as a generative multilingual model fine-
tuned purely on English catastrophically for-
gets how to generate non-English. Given the
recent rise of parameter-efficient adaptation
techniques (e.g., prompt tuning), we conduct
the first investigation into how well these meth-
ods can overcome catastrophic forgetting to en-
able zero-shot cross-lingual generation. We
find that parameter-efficient adaptation pro-
vides gains over standard fine-tuning when
transferring between less-related languages,
e.g., from English to Thai. However, a signif-
icant gap still remains between these methods
and fully-supervised baselines. To improve
cross-lingual transfer further, we explore three
approaches: (1) mixing in unlabeled multi-
lingual data, (2) pre-training prompts on tar-
get language data, and (3) explicitly factoring
prompts into recombinable language and task
components. Our methods can provide further
quality gains, suggesting that robust zero-shot
cross-lingual generation is within reach.

1 Introduction

Cross-lingual language understanding is an impor-
tant area of ongoing research (Conneau et al., 2020;
Hu et al., 2020; Ruder et al., 2021). With vastly
differing amounts of data (both labeled and unla-
beled) available across languages, there is signifi-
cant value to developing techniques that can trans-
fer knowledge from higher-resource languages to
improve performance in lower-resource languages.
Zero-shot cross-lingual benchmarks push on the

F Work done as a student researcher at Google Brain.

A demonstration of WIKILINGUA-0, a challenging zero-
shot cross-lingual generation (XGEN) task, which re-
quires a model to learn a generative task from labeled
data in one language (i.e., English), and then perform
the equivalent task in another language at inference
time.

limiting case where no labeled data is available
in the target language. Remarkable progress has
been made on zero-shot cross-lingual tasks by scal-
ing up the size of pre-trained multilingual models
(Conneau et al., 2020; Xue et al., 2021). How-
ever prior work has focused nearly exclusively on
non-generative tasks (e.g., classification, extractive
question answering, and sequence labeling).

In this paper, we turn our attention to zero-
shot cross-lingual generation, or “XGEN”, which
requires a model to learn a generative task from
labeled data in one language (typically English),
and then perform the equivalent generative task
in another language. This problem is particularly
challenging because generative models trained on
one language are known to exhibit catastrophic for-
getting, losing the ability to generate coherent text
in other languages (Xue et al., 2021; Maurya et al.,
2021; Shakeri et al., 2021). In particular, we fo-
cus on zero-shot cross-lingual summarization. We
construct a new zero-shot evaluation WIKILINGUA-0
from the WIKILINGUA dataset (Ladhak et al., 2020),



Evaluation metrics

SP-Rouge


• SentencePiece Rouge that measures summarization quality 

LID_lang


• the average confidence score given by cld3 when detecting the language lang

ASCII


• the average percentage of ASCII characters present in the text
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https://github.com/google/cld3


Prompt Tuning is preferred when there is a significant 
language shift at inference time
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TH

Size Method SP-ROUGE LIDEN LIDTH

SMALL PROMPT 14.9 45.9 3.3
SMALL MODEL 17.3 78.1 0.1

BASE PROMPT 17.3 34.3 33.5
BASE MODEL 17.9 89.0 0.3

LARGE PROMPT 24.7 29.0 45.9
LARGE MODEL 25.9 36.5 35.4

XL PROMPT 33.2 19.8 66.0
XL MODEL 25.6 54.7 24.9

XXL PROMPT 37.4 13.5 75.5
XXL MODEL 30.1 32.7 16.8

PROMPTTUNING usually produces better results than
MODELTUNING when there is a significant language
shift at inference time.

1.3 Results and Discussion



Prompt

Model

Both Model Tuning and 
Prompt Tuning suffer 
from catastrophic 
forgetting
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1.2 Experimental setup

1.2.1 Baselines

In addition to performing vanilla MODELTUNING and
PROMPTTUNING directly on WIKILINGUA-0, we con-
sider the following baselines:

LEAD-64: This baseline simply copies the first 64
SentencePiece tokens from the input article.7

TRANS-TRAIN: We perform MODELTUNING or
PROMPTTUNING on WIKILINGUA-0 English summa-
rization data that is translated into the target lan-
guage using GOOGLE TRANSLATE.

TRANS-TEST: We train on English summarization
data and evaluate on validation data that is trans-
lated from the target language to English.

SUP & SUP-ALL: To ablate the impact of using the
labeled training data provided in the original WIK-
ILINGUA dataset for all languages, we either train
on supervised data for each individual target lan-
guage (SUP) or a mixture of supervised data from
all languages (SUP-ALL).

1.2.2 Training and implementation details

We perform MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING on
top of the pretrained mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) of
all sizes: SMALL, BASE, LARGE, XL, XXL8. For
PROMPTTUNING, we create an LM adapted version
of these checkpoints by further training them for
100K steps with the “prefix LM” objective (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) using mC4 (Xue et al., 2021) data
for all languages.9 Except for ablations, we use
100 prompt tokens and initialize the prompt by
sampling from the first 5,000 mT5’s vocabulary
embeddings. During training, inputs and targets
are clipped to 1024 and 512 SentencePiece tokens,
respectively. We always train for 100,000 steps for
both MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING. We save a
checkpoint every 5,000 steps and report results on
the model checkpoint corresponding to the high-
est validation performance on a target language.
All models are trained using T5X (Roberts et al.,
2022). All reported metrics are calculated on 250
examples from the validation set.

Prompt

Model

Learning curves showing how PROMPTTUNING (top)
and MODELTUNING (bottom) progress in terms of sum-
marization quality (left) and unwanted English output
(right), at the XXL model size. Note, MODELTUNING

quality is lower overall, and predictions contain high
(>40%) levels of unwanted ASCII.

1.3 Results and Discussion

WIKILINGUA-0 is challenging for both MODELTUN-
ING and PROMPTTUNING: Our zero-shot evalua-
tion results on WIKILINGUA-0 for French (FR), Rus-
sian (RU), Vietnamese (VI), and Thai (TH) are
shown in Table 1 (see Table ?? in Appendix ??
for results across all target languages). For refer-
ence, we also include evaluation results on English.
Overall, we find that switching the language dur-
ing inference results in a substantial performance
drop for both model adaptation techniques, espe-
cially when feeding in articles in non-Latin script
languages like Russian and Thai. Consistent with
the findings in An et al. (2022) for other genera-
tive tasks, we find that PROMPTTUNING, even with
scale, falls far below MODELTUNING on monolingual
English summarization.10

PROMPTTUNING is better on larger domain shifts:
Interestingly though, PROMPTTUNING is competi-
tive with or beats MODELTUNING when evaluated on

7In our preliminary experiments, n = 64 performed best
among a range of values {32, 64, 128, 256}.

8With 300M, 580M, 1.2B, 3.7B, and 13B parameters, re-
spectively.

9A similar approach was used in Lester et al. (2021) for
PROMPTTUNING with T5.

10This is somewhat surprising since across the other tasks
we tried above, PROMPTTUNING at XXL can match the perfor-
mance of MODELTUNING when evaluated on English.
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Training step 5K 10K 30K 50K

Prompt

กําหนดเป้าหมายของคุณ. 
แบ่งเป้าหมายของคุณออก
เป็นเป้าหมายย่อยๆ. ตั้งเป้า
หมายในทุกๆ วัน. ตั้งเป้า
หมายในระยะยาว.

กําหนดเป้าหมายของคุณ. 
แบ่งเป้าหมายของคุณเป็น
เป้าหมายย่อยๆ. ติดตาม
ความก้าวหน้าของคุณ. 
ถามตัวเองว่า “ฉันสามา
รถทําอะไรในวันนี้เพื่อบรรลุ
เป้าหมายของฉัน? ฉันสา
มารถทําอะไรในอีก 3 
สัปดาห์ข้างหน้าเพื่อบรรลุ
เป

Define your goal. Divide 
your goal into smaller 
goals. Keep track of 
your progress. Ask 
yourself what you can 
do today. Ask yourself 
what you can do in 3 
weeks. Ask yourself 
what you can do in a 
year.

Establish a time frame 
for your goals. Divide 
your goals into smaller 
steps. Ask yourself what 
you can do today. Ask 
yourself what you can 
do in the next 3 weeks. 
Ask yourself what you 
can do in the n

Model

Set a time limit for your 
goal

Set a time limit for your 
goal

Be specific about your 
goals. Set benchmarks 
for yourself. Keep track 
of your progress. Ask 
yourself questions.

Be specific with your 
goals. Set benchmarks 
and routines to help you 
achieve your goals. 
Keep track of your 
progress. Ask yourself 
questions to help you 
stay on track



Bigger models are less prone to forget
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1.2 Experimental setup
1.2.1 Baselines
In addition to performing vanilla MODELTUNING and
PROMPTTUNING directly on WIKILINGUA-0, we con-
sider the following baselines:

LEAD-64: This baseline simply copies the first 64
SentencePiece tokens from the input article.7

TRANS-TRAIN: We perform MODELTUNING or
PROMPTTUNING on WIKILINGUA-0 English summa-
rization data that is translated into the target lan-
guage using GOOGLE TRANSLATE.

TRANS-TEST: We train on English summarization
data and evaluate on validation data that is trans-
lated from the target language to English.

SUP & SUP-ALL: To ablate the impact of using the
labeled training data provided in the original WIK-
ILINGUA dataset for all languages, we either train
on supervised data for each individual target lan-
guage (SUP) or a mixture of supervised data from
all languages (SUP-ALL).

1.2.2 Training and implementation details
We perform MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING on
top of the pretrained mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) of
all sizes: SMALL, BASE, LARGE, XL, XXL8. For
PROMPTTUNING, we create an LM adapted version
of these checkpoints by further training them for
100K steps with the “prefix LM” objective (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) using mC4 (Xue et al., 2021) data
for all languages.9 Except for ablations, we use
100 prompt tokens and initialize the prompt by
sampling from the first 5,000 mT5’s vocabulary
embeddings. During training, inputs and targets
are clipped to 1024 and 512 SentencePiece tokens,
respectively. We always train for 100,000 steps for
both MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING. We save a
checkpoint every 5,000 steps and report results on
the model checkpoint corresponding to the high-
est validation performance on a target language.
All models are trained using T5X (Roberts et al.,
2022). All reported metrics are calculated on 250
examples from the validation set.

1.3 Results and Discussion

7In our preliminary experiments, n = 64 performed best
among a range of values {32, 64, 128, 256}.

8With 300M, 580M, 1.2B, 3.7B, and 13B parameters, re-
spectively.

9A similar approach was used in Lester et al. (2021) for
PROMPTTUNING with T5.

TH

Size Method SP-ROUGE LIDEN LIDTH

SMALL PROMPT 14.9 45.9 3.3
BASE PROMPT 17.3 34.3 33.5
LARGE PROMPT 24.7 29.0 45.9
XL PROMPT 33.2 19.8 66.0
XXL PROMPT 37.4 13.5 75.5

SMALL MODEL 17.3 78.1 0.1
BASE MODEL 17.9 89.0 0.3
LARGE MODEL 25.9 36.5 35.4
XL MODEL 25.6 54.7 24.9
XXL MODEL 30.1 32.7 16.8

For both MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING, moving
to larger model sizes mitigates catastrophic forgetting
to a remarkable extent.



Too much capacity is harmful for Prompt Tuning
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1.2 Experimental setup
1.2.1 Baselines
In addition to performing vanilla MODELTUNING and
PROMPTTUNING directly on WIKILINGUA-0, we con-
sider the following baselines:

LEAD-64: This baseline simply copies the first 64
SentencePiece tokens from the input article.7

TRANS-TRAIN: We perform MODELTUNING or
PROMPTTUNING on WIKILINGUA-0 English summa-
rization data that is translated into the target lan-
guage using GOOGLE TRANSLATE.

TRANS-TEST: We train on English summarization
data and evaluate on validation data that is trans-
lated from the target language to English.

SUP & SUP-ALL: To ablate the impact of using the
labeled training data provided in the original WIK-
ILINGUA dataset for all languages, we either train
on supervised data for each individual target lan-
guage (SUP) or a mixture of supervised data from
all languages (SUP-ALL).

1.2.2 Training and implementation details
We perform MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING on
top of the pretrained mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) of
all sizes: SMALL, BASE, LARGE, XL, XXL8. For
PROMPTTUNING, we create an LM adapted version
of these checkpoints by further training them for
100K steps with the “prefix LM” objective (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) using mC4 (Xue et al., 2021) data
for all languages.9 Except for ablations, we use
100 prompt tokens and initialize the prompt by
sampling from the first 5,000 mT5’s vocabulary
embeddings. During training, inputs and targets
are clipped to 1024 and 512 SentencePiece tokens,
respectively. We always train for 100,000 steps for
both MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING. We save a
checkpoint every 5,000 steps and report results on
the model checkpoint corresponding to the high-
est validation performance on a target language.
All models are trained using T5X (Roberts et al.,
2022). All reported metrics are calculated on 250
examples from the validation set.

1.3 Results and Discussion

7In our preliminary experiments, n = 64 performed best
among a range of values {32, 64, 128, 256}.

8With 300M, 580M, 1.2B, 3.7B, and 13B parameters, re-
spectively.

9A similar approach was used in Lester et al. (2021) for
PROMPTTUNING with T5.

TH

Size Method SP-ROUGE LIDEN LIDTH

BASE

PROMPT, L=1 19.2 3.3 80.2
PROMPT, L=10 21.0 11.8 53.7
PROMPT, L=100 17.3 34.3 33.5
PROMPT, L=1000 16.3 47.5 18.9

XXL

PROMPT, L=1 36.4 0.1 99.3
PROMPT, L=10 41.2 2.0 91.3
PROMPT, L=100 37.4 13.5 75.5
PROMPT, L=1000 37.8 7.4 81.7

An interesting “paradox of capacity” with regard to
prompt length. One the one hand, greater capacity
(in the form of longer prompts) clearly helps to better
learn the summarization task. On the other hand, the
greater the capacity to learn from English training data,
the more the model forgets other languages. For each
language and model size, we observe a “balance point”
past which adding extra capacity becomes harmful.
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1.2 Experimental setup
1.2.1 Baselines
In addition to performing vanilla MODELTUNING and
PROMPTTUNING directly on WIKILINGUA-0, we con-
sider the following baselines:

LEAD-64: This baseline simply copies the first 64
SentencePiece tokens from the input article.7

TRANS-TRAIN: We perform MODELTUNING or
PROMPTTUNING on WIKILINGUA-0 English summa-
rization data that is translated into the target lan-
guage using GOOGLE TRANSLATE.

TRANS-TEST: We train on English summarization
data and evaluate on validation data that is trans-
lated from the target language to English.

SUP & SUP-ALL: To ablate the impact of using the
labeled training data provided in the original WIK-
ILINGUA dataset for all languages, we either train
on supervised data for each individual target lan-
guage (SUP) or a mixture of supervised data from
all languages (SUP-ALL).

1.2.2 Training and implementation details
We perform MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING on
top of the pretrained mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) of
all sizes: SMALL, BASE, LARGE, XL, XXL8. For
PROMPTTUNING, we create an LM adapted version
of these checkpoints by further training them for
100K steps with the “prefix LM” objective (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) using mC4 (Xue et al., 2021) data
for all languages.9 Except for ablations, we use
100 prompt tokens and initialize the prompt by
sampling from the first 5,000 mT5’s vocabulary
embeddings. During training, inputs and targets
are clipped to 1024 and 512 SentencePiece tokens,
respectively. We always train for 100,000 steps for
both MODELTUNING and PROMPTTUNING. We save a
checkpoint every 5,000 steps and report results on
the model checkpoint corresponding to the high-
est validation performance on a target language.
All models are trained using T5X (Roberts et al.,
2022). All reported metrics are calculated on 250
examples from the validation set.

1.3 Results and Discussion

7In our preliminary experiments, n = 64 performed best
among a range of values {32, 64, 128, 256}.

8With 300M, 580M, 1.2B, 3.7B, and 13B parameters, re-
spectively.

9A similar approach was used in Lester et al. (2021) for
PROMPTTUNING with T5.

TH

Size Method SP-ROUGE LIDEN LIDTH

XXL PROMPT 37.4 13.5 75.5
XXL PROMPT, TRANS-TEST 28.7 0.0 100.0
XXL PROMPT, TRANS-TRAIN 37.1 0.0 100.0
XXL PROMPT, SUP 45.0 0.1 99.6

XXL MODEL 30.1 32.7 16.8
XXL MODEL, TRANS-TEST 31.7 0.0 100.0
XXL MODEL, TRANS-TRAIN 38.7 0.0 100.0
XXL MODEL, SUP 48.8 0.0 99.9

When tuning the XXL model directly on supervised
training data in each language (SUP), SP-ROUGE scores
are much higher than our highest zero-shot results. For
some languages, like Thai, the supervised baseline
greatly exceeds any approach using machine transla-
tion (TRANS*).



Mitigating catastrophic forgetting

Mixing in unlabeled training data


• 1%:  an unsupervised training task (i.e., span corruption) from the target language

•  99%: WikiLingua-0  

Factorized prompts (speci[cally designed for Prompt Tuning)


• each prompt is decomposed into “task” and “language” sub-prompts that can be 
recombined in novel pairings (FP); inspired by MAD-X (Pfeiffer et al., 2021)
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1 Mitigating catastrophic forgetting

In §??, we show that increasing model scale and
decreasing tunable parameter capacity are both ef-
fective in improving XGEN performance. Can we
obtain further improvements by devising methods
that explicitly tackle catastrophic forgetting? In this
section, we investigate three methods: (1) mixing
unlabeled training data with the supervised data,
(2) first tuning the model on an intermediate task,
and (3) factorizing the learned prompts into com-
posable language and task modules. We show that
while XGEN performance hardly improves with in-
termediate tuning, the other two methods can pro-
vide substantially better results when there is severe
catastrophic forgetting. Below, we describe each
method and then analyze our findings in more de-
tail.

1.1 Methods
Mixing in unlabeled training data: A simple
method involving multi-task learning by mixing
an unsupervised training task (UNSUP) into the
WIKILINGUA-0 data. Mixing is controlled by a mix-
ing rate , resulting in a final mixture that is %
UNSUP data and (100 � )% WIKILINGUA-0. As a
data augmentation scheme, this method can be ap-
plied in all settings. We use the span corruption
pretraining objective from T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)
with mC4 data. We create separate multilingual
datasets for each target language (MIX-UNSUP) as
well as a single multilingual dataset that includes all
of the WIKILINGUA-0 languages (MIX-UNSUP-ALL).
Our goal is to encourage the model not to forget
about other languages during training on English
summarization. In our experiments we use  = 1.1

Intermediate tuning: As an adaptation step, we
perform model or prompt tuning on an intermedi-
ate task before training on WIKILINGUA-0. Interme-

1In our preliminary experiments,  = 1 performed best
among a range of values {1, 5, 10, 30, 50}.

Our “factorized prompts” approach learns recompos-
able language and task sub-prompts by training on
all language / task combinations from a set of 7 un-
supervised language modeling tasks covering all 18
WIKILINGUA-0 languages.

diate tuning has been used to boost performance
on English tasks for both MODELTUNING (Phang
et al., 2019; Vu et al., 2020) and PROMPTTUNING (Vu
et al., 2022), and has been successfully applied to
the zero-shot cross-lingual transfer setting (Phang
et al., 2020; Maurya et al., 2021) for MODELTUNING.
Maurya et al. (2021) show that intermediate tuning
on an auxiliary unsupervised task from the target
language is helpful in conjunction with freezing
some model components for MODELTUNING. Pre-
vious work has used an auxiliary task designed to
be close to the main task, while we simply use
mC4 data. For each target language we create a
causal, left-to-right LM task by providing no con-
text, i.e., the encoder’s input is empty (IT-LM). To
further explore the effect of continued training on
English data, we include an additional experiment
where the GIGAWORD (Graff et al., 2003) summa-
rization dataset is used as the intermediate task
(IT-GIGAWORD).2

2We found that additional tuning was helpful for intermedi-
ate tuning on large datasets. As such, we performed 200,000
steps during tuning on an intermediate task and selected the
best prompt checkpoint based on validation performance on
that task.
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Factorized prompts: Inspired by the MAD-X
(Pfeiffer et al., 2020) adapter-based framework
that learns modular language and task represen-
tations to adapt a multilingual model to arbitrary
tasks and languages, we propose a novel method,
dubbed “factorized prompts” (FP) and specifically
designed for PROMPTTUNING. We attempt to ex-
plicitly decompose a soft prompt into “task” and
“language” components that can be recombined
in novel pairings (see Figure ??) with the goal
of learning soft prompts that consist of disentan-
gled and interpretable components. Unlike MAD-
X, which learns language and task adapters sepa-
rately for each language and each task, we perform
a multi-task multilingual training procedure that
learns language and task sub-prompts jointly for
all languages and tasks, and directly targets our
definition of disentanglement.

We use mC4 data for all 18 WIKILINGUA-0 lan-
guages to create 7 unsupervised tasks per lan-
guage. We randomly initialize language and task
sub-prompts, each 50 tokens long. For each train-
ing example in our multi-task multilingual mix-
ture, the relevant task and language sub-prompts
are concatenated to form a full 100-token prompt.
This training yields a set of learned language and
task sub-prompts.3 Next, we train a new task sub-
prompt on WIKILINGUA-0 English summarization
data while using a frozen copy of the English lan-
guage sub-prompt. Finally, when performing infer-
ence in another language, we replace the English
sub-prompt with the target language sub-prompt,
while continuing to use the learned summarization
sub-prompt. To ablate the impact of the target lan-
guage sub-prompt, we also report the performance
using the English sub-prompt for all languages (FP-
EN).

We use 7 unsupervised tasks per language, in-
cluding: the PREFIX LM, SPAN CORRUPTION, and
I.I.D. DENOISING tasks described in Raffel et al.
(2020); LM, the causal LM task used for intermedi-
ate tuning,; MISSING PREFIX PREDICTION, predicting a
missing prefix from the input; N-TOKEN PREFIX PRE-
DICTION, copying the first n-tokens of the input; and
MISSING N-TOKEN PREFIX PREDICTION, predicting the
missing n-token prefix of the input. When training
on WIKILINGUA-0, we initialize the task sub-prompt
with the learned SPAN CORRUPTION task sub-prompt.

3As our mixture of tasks is large, we tuned for 200,000
steps for this training procedure.

TH

Size Method SP-ROUGE LIDEN LIDTH

BASE PROMPT 17.3 34.3 33.5
BASE PROMPT, MIX-UNSUP 20.9 4.1 76.9

XXL PROMPT 37.4 13.5 75.5
XXL PROMPT, MIX-UNSUP 37.4 16.2 74.0

BASE MODEL 17.9 89.0 0.3
BASE MODEL, MIX-UNSUP 25.2 16.2 56.8

XXL MODEL 30.1 32.7 16.8
XXL MODEL, MIX-UNSUP 32.4 17.0 32.4

Mixing in unsupervised multilingual data generally
helps prevent catastrophic forgetting. It significantly
improves XGEN capacities for MODELTUNING. For
PROMPTTUNING, it provides a benefit where catas-
trophic forgetting is more severe.

1.2 Results and Discussion

Mixing in multilingual data prevents catas-
trophic forgetting: In Table ??, we observe that
mixing in unsupervised multilingual data helps to
prevent catastrophic forgetting in all conditions—
increasing the likelihood of the model outputting
text in the target language. With MODELTUNING,
this improved language accuracy reliably translates
into higher end task performance (SP-ROUGE). For
PROMPTTUNING, mixing provides a benefit for non-
Latin script languages (RU and TH) where catas-
trophic forgetting is more severe; for Latin-script
languages (FR and VI), mixing harms the overall
summarization quality, despite achieving higher
language accuracy.

Mixing in multilingual data in all WIKILINGUA

languages leads to similar results, with a marginal
drop in performance. Thus, if the desired target lan-
guage is known ahead of time, the simpler strategy
of mixing in just that language should be preferred.
However, in cases where the inference language is
unknown, mixing many languages is also a viable
strategy.

Intermediate tuning does not give reliable
gains: Intermediate tuning on English summa-
rization (IT-GIGAWORD) improves English perfor-
mance, but generally hurts XGEN capabilities. For
MODELTUNING, it exacerbates catastrophic forget-
ting and harms overall performance across all
model sizes. For PROMPTTUNING, English intermedi-
ate tuning provides small gains at BASE size, but is
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Size Method SP-ROUGE LIDEN LIDTH

BASE PROMPT 17.3 34.3 33.5
BASE PROMPT, MIX-UNSUP 20.9 4.1 76.9
BASE PROMPT, FP 21.1 19.8 40.0

XXL PROMPT 37.4 13.5 75.5
XXL PROMPT, MIX-UNSUP 37.4 16.2 74.0
XXL PROMPT, FP 36.9 9.0 80.8

Factorized prompts are successful at improving target
language accuracy. However, this does not always
translate to higher SP-ROUGE. In settings where vanilla
PROMPTTUNING shows the most severe forgetting (e.g.,
at BASE size), factorized prompts provide large gains.

1.2 Results and Discussion

Mixing in multilingual data prevents catas-
trophic forgetting: In Table ??, we observe that
mixing in unsupervised multilingual data helps to
prevent catastrophic forgetting in all conditions—
increasing the likelihood of the model outputting
text in the target language. With MODELTUNING,
this improved language accuracy reliably translates
into higher end task performance (SP-ROUGE). For
PROMPTTUNING, mixing provides a benefit for non-
Latin script languages (RU and TH) where catas-
trophic forgetting is more severe; for Latin-script
languages (FR and VI), mixing harms the overall
summarization quality, despite achieving higher
language accuracy.

Mixing in multilingual data in all WIKILINGUA

languages leads to similar results, with a marginal
drop in performance. Thus, if the desired target lan-
guage is known ahead of time, the simpler strategy
of mixing in just that language should be preferred.
However, in cases where the inference language is
unknown, mixing many languages is also a viable
strategy.

Intermediate tuning does not give reliable
gains: Intermediate tuning on English summa-
rization (IT-GIGAWORD) improves English perfor-
mance, but generally hurts XGEN capabilities. For
MODELTUNING, it exacerbates catastrophic forget-
ting and harms overall performance across all
model sizes. For PROMPTTUNING, English intermedi-
ate tuning provides small gains at BASE size, but is
harmful at XXL size. Intermediate tuning on an LM
task in the target language (IT-LM) has a neutral or
negative effect in most cases, running somewhat

Factorized prompts are helpful when Prompt Tuning shows 
the most severe forgetting
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TH

Size Method SP-ROUGE LIDEN LIDTH

BASE PROMPT 17.3 34.3 33.5
BASE PROMPT, MIX-UNSUP 20.9 4.1 76.9
BASE PROMPT, FP 21.1 19.8 40.0

XXL PROMPT 37.4 13.5 75.5
XXL PROMPT, MIX-UNSUP 37.4 16.2 74.0
XXL PROMPT, FP 36.9 9.0 80.8

Examples demonstrating exploratory capabilities in prompting PaLM (Chowdhery et al., 2022) to generate expla-
nations using chain-of-thought prompting (Wei et al., 2022)

factorized prompts are not helpful. However, in set-
tings where vanilla PROMPTTUNING shows the most
severe forgetting (e.g., at BASE size, on non-Latin
script languages), factorized prompts provide large
gains, similar to or exceeding our mixing approach.
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1. Prompt Tuning is preferred over Model Tuning when there is a signi[cant 
language shiA at inference time

2. Increasing model scale + decreasing tunable parameter capacity are 
both eQective for xGen

3. Methods like mixing in unlabeled multilingual data and factorized 
prompts are helpful

➡  significant headroom remains

R2: Can current transfer learning methods extend successfully to a zero-shot 
cross-lingual transfer se?ing?



Future work: Parameter-efficient  
Multi-task Multimodal Multilingual Knowledge Sharing
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How to share knowledge across tasks, modalities, and languages eBectively and 
eDciently?



Thank you!
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